Many design buffs would kill to live in an apartment designed by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill. Or an abode outfitted by AD100
designer Daniel Romualdez. Or one by another AD100 talent, Robert Couturier. Well, how about all three? Couturier has just
unveiled a model unit he designed in Manhattan's 252 East 57th Street, the uber-luxury building built by SOM with general
interiors and a spectacular amenities floorgraciously appointed by Romualdez. The apartment, a 3 bedroom, 3.5 bathroom unit
on the building's 52nd floor, spans 3,000 square feet and boasts 11-foot ceilings and sweeping views of Manhattan thanks to
generous windows. Smitten? The place can be yours for the modest price of $7.995 million.

Couturier designates a light-flooded corner as an eating
space, maximizing the multiple views with a round table.

The wood-paneled kitchen and an additional eating area with furnishings in an
array of styles. "Instead of creating a contemporary apartment, we wanted to
balance the modern and light-filled rooms with traditional fabrics and furniture
placements," says Couturier.

In the living room, "I used contemporary furniture interspersed
with antiques and strong art pieces," the designer explains, giving
the newly-built apartment a more layered look.

"The living room does not have an obvious furniture placement as a typical living room would, so it was interesting to
come up with different solutions and ultimately settle on the one we felt was best for the space," Couturier explains.
Shown is a sectional perfectly fitted to one corner of the apartment.

In the bath, a custom, 6-foot tub affords views or the Manhattan skyline.

The master bedroom, which Couturier appointed with a textural wallpaper and more contemporary four-poster bed.

A workspace in the master bedroom. "I feel that the tension
between the modern and custom made for more dynamic and
interesting spaces," says the designer of his mix of furnishings.

A view of the Brooklyn Bridge from the unit.

.

In a second bedroom, a sculptural, contemporary take on a sleigh bed is upholstered in a subtly graphic fabric
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